Reversible Silicon Anodes with Long Cycles by Multifunctional Volumetric Buffer Layers
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ABSTRACT: Establishing a stable, stress-relieving configuration is imperative to achieve a reversible silicon anode for high energy density lithium-ion batteries. Herein, we propose a silicon composite anode (denoted as T-Si@C), which integrates free space and mixed carbon shells doped with rigid TiO\textsubscript{2}/Ti\textsubscript{5}Si\textsubscript{3} nanoparticles. In this configuration, the free space accommodates the silicon volume fluctuation during battery operation. The carbon shells with embedded TiO\textsubscript{2}/Ti\textsubscript{5}Si\textsubscript{3} nanoparticles maintain the structural stability of the anode while accelerating the lithium-ion diffusion kinetics and mitigating interfacial side reactions. Based on these advantages, T-Si@C anodes demonstrate an outstanding lithium storage performance with impressive long-term cycling reversibility and good rate capability. Additionally, T-Si@C//LiFePO\textsubscript{4} full cells show superior electrochemical reversibility. This work highlights the importance of rational structural manipulation of silicon anodes and affords fresh insights into achieving advanced silicon anodes with long life.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Growing demand for smart grids and electric vehicles has spurred intense research into rechargeable batteries with high energy density and long life span. The state-of-the-art commercial graphite-based rechargeable batteries based on the intercalation mechanism are approaching a theoretical capacity limit.\textsuperscript{1,2} Therefore, electrode materials with novel lithium storage mechanisms are required to achieve higher energy density.\textsuperscript{3,4} Silicon anodes, functioning via an alloying/dealloying mechanism, are generally considered the most promising next-generation anode material due to their astonishing theoretical capacity (4200 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1}) and cost-effectiveness.\textsuperscript{5,6} Despite these advantages, commercial adoption of silicon anodes has been hindered by poor electrochemical reversibility due to expansion/contraction and unstable interfacial chemistry.\textsuperscript{7} Moreover, the drastic volume change fractures the fragile solid electrolyte interface (SEI), leading to poor Coulombic efficiencies.\textsuperscript{8,9} Alleviating the volumetric fluctuation and maintaining the interfacial chemical stability are therefore essential and necessary to realizing a stable silicon anode.

To address the problems of silicon anodes, tremendous efforts have been devoted to enhancing the structural and chemical stability. Dimensional design (nanowires,\textsuperscript{10} nanotubes,\textsuperscript{11} quantum dots\textsuperscript{12,13}), hierarchical construction (pomegranate-like structure,\textsuperscript{10} granadilla-like framework\textsuperscript{14}), optimization of electrolytes (lithium salts,\textsuperscript{15} solvents,\textsuperscript{16} and additives\textsuperscript{17}), and advanced binders\textsuperscript{18} have been proposed to increase the cyclability of silicon anodes. Some surface-engineered artificial coatings have greatly prolonged the cycle life of silicon anodes.\textsuperscript{19} However, batteries still fail after hundreds of cycles due to inevitable coating breakage. Besides, the lithium-ion diffusion kinetics of coatings also greatly affect the performance of silicon anodes. With artificial coatings, good ionic conductivity and better wettability with electrolytes accelerate the electrochemical kinetics.\textsuperscript{20} It is now recognized that both good mechanical stability and fast electron-ion kinetics are indispensable to realize long-life cycling silicon anodes.

It is often difficult to achieve good structural stability when combining individual functional materials with silicon anodes due to insufficient mechanical strength. Some recently
developed oxide coatings (e.g., TiO₂, Mn₃O₄) have prolonged the service life of silicon anodes. Yet, mechanical brittleness and sluggish electron transport remain challenges, which inhibit their widespread use. Some polymer coatings with excellent flexibility have been considered as an effective strategy to improve the electronic conductivity of electrode materials. For example, Yi et al. reported for the first time that polyvinylpyrrolidone could be used as a conducting layer to improve the electronic conductivity and cycle performance of the Li₅Cr₇Ti₆O₂₅ composite. However, polymer coatings usually cause sluggish ion transport. Introducing free space into silicon composites can improve the ability of silicon anodes to adapt to volume changes, which is a generally accepted view. However, relying on free space alone to act as a buffer for stresses, which develop within the material, is inadequate for long-term reversibility of silicon anodes. It is therefore expected that multifunctional components or synergistic structures integrated into hybrid silicon architectures will be a key enabler of next-generation silicon anodes.

We propose a silicon composite anode (denoted as T-Si@C) with stress relief achieved by integrating free space and mixed ion/electron-conducting shells composed of carbon and TiO₂/Ti₅Si₃ particles. In this configuration, the free space and the heterogeneous shells synergistically provide an effective mechanical buffer, fast ion-electron transport kinetics, and favorable interfacial stability. As a consequence, T-Si@C anodes exhibit superior electrochemical performance with improved Coulombic efficiencies, long-term cycling reversibility, and enhanced rate capability. Besides, the full cells paired with LiFePO₄ cathodes reach an energy density of 400 Wh kg⁻¹ and display good cycling stability with a capacity retention of 87% after 80 cycles.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A schematic diagram of the T-Si@C anode preparation process is shown in Figure 1. SiO₂ spheres were first modified with hydroxyl propyl cellulose (HPC), whereby with the numerous hydroxyl groups stick to the silica surface. Titanium butoxide (as the TiO₂ precursor) was then deposited on the silica sphere surface. Anatase TiO₂ was then obtained by high-temperature sintering in air, removing the HPC in the process. The resorcinol–formaldehyde (RF) resin was then polymerized in situ on the TiO₂@SiO₂ spheres, and a uniform carbon shell was obtained by carbonization. A magnesiothermic reduction reaction was performed in a sealed high-temperature high-pressure reactor as shown in Figure S1, and a series of reactions occurred per the reaction equations given below. In this process, SiO₂ was reduced to crystalline silicon particles. Simultaneously, TiO₂ was partly converted to titanium (eqs 1 and 2). Titanium and silicon partly reacted to generate titanium silicide (Ti₅Si₃) (eq 3). Finally, T-Si@C anodes were obtained after acid washing.

\[
\text{SiO}_2 + \text{Mg} \rightarrow \text{Si} + \text{MgO} \quad (1)
\]

\[
5\text{Ti} + 3\text{Si} \rightarrow \text{Ti}_5\text{Si}_3 \quad (3)
\]

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed to determine the crystal structure and composition. The SiO₂@C pattern shows a broad peak at ~23° as shown in Figure S2, indicating an amorphous structure of SiO₂ and carbon. For SiO₂@TiO₂@C, some obvious diffraction peaks can be observed in Figure S3, corresponding to anatase TiO₂ (JCPDS no. 21-1272). After the magnesiothermic reduction reaction, the characteristic peaks of crystalline silicon were observed in the Si@C and T-Si@C XRD spectra as shown in Figure 2a. The well-defined peaks at 28.5, 47.4, 56.2, 76.4° are assigned to the (111), (220), (311), (400), and (331) planes of crystallized silicon (JCPDS no. 27-1402), respectively. Notably, the two peaks of anatase TiO₂ and Ti₅Si₃ can be observed in the spectra of T-Si@C, as we described in the reaction equations above. Specifically, the diffraction peak at 25.3° can be assigned to the (101) plane diffraction of anatase TiO₂. The diffraction peak at 41.1° can be attributed to the (211) plane diffraction of Ti₅Si₃. The rigid TiO₂/Ti₅Si₃ particles not only promote fast ion-electron diffusion kinetics but also mechanically strengthen the hybrid configuration. Meanwhile, the carbon shell is electrically conductive. This integrated configuration is essential for realizing a stable silicon anode with a long life span. Further, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was also performed. It is noteworthy that the titanium optoelectronic signals are hardly observable by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) because the thickness of the carbon shell is beyond the detection range (~10 nm). The Ti L-edge signal can be seen in Figure 2b, confirming the presence of titanium-based compounds.

A thermogravimetric (TG) test was carried out to assess the carbon content and estimate the degree of magnesiothermic reduction. As shown in Figure S4, the carbon content of SiO₂@C and SiO₂@TiO₂@C is 20.1 and 19.8%, respectively. For Si@C and T-Si@C, the carbon content is 28.5 and 30.5% as shown in Figure 2c, respectively. The theoretical carbon content for Si@C, calculated according to the ideal magnesiothermic reduction reaction, is 35%. Yet, complex reaction processes including gas–solid reactions and solid–solid diffusion reactions produce a variety of reaction products in the actual magnesiothermic reaction process. Side reactions and the presence of unreacted silica always occur, causing the carbon content to deviate from the theoretical value. Nevertheless, a good conversion rate was achieved due to the use of homogeneous mixed precursors and a closed, high-pressure stainless-steel reaction environment. It is remarkable that the content of the Ti₅Si₃/TiO₂ compounds cannot be determined for T-Si@C. There is only a small difference in the carbon content of Si@C and T-Si@C, probably due to the small amount of the Ti₅Si₃/TiO₂ compound.

Further, the microstructure and morphology were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The diameter of the SiO₂ spheres with a smooth surface is uniformly distributed around 300 nm as shown in Figure S5. After carbon coating, SiO₂@C remains spherical as shown in Figure S6. Similarly, the spherical morphologies of SiO₂@TiO₂ and SiO₂@TiO₂@C are maintained as shown in Figure S7. Si@C and T-Si@C exhibit a typical yolk–shell structure, which can be observed in the individual cracked samples shown in Figure 2d.h. Four
elements (Si, Ti, C, O) can be seen on the EDS line scan of T-Si@C in Figure S8. For SiO2@C and SiO2@TiO2@C, the thicknesses of the carbon layers are uniformly distributed around 30 nm (Figure 2e,i). In contrast to SiO2@C, there is a distinct layer of TiO2 particles between the carbon layer and the SiO2 spheres in SiO2@TiO2@C. The TiO2 lattice fringes are shown in the inset, and the interplanar spacing of 0.35 nm corresponds to the (101) plane of anatase TiO2.23 A yolk−shell construction is observed for Si@C and T-Si@C in Figure 2f,j, confirming the SEM results. In contrast, T-Si@C has a TiO2/Ti5Si3 layer inside the carbon shell. Note that this TiO2/Ti5Si3 layer presents as inlaid particles in the heterogeneous shell, evident by the detailed examination of Figure S9.

Titanium-based compound signals were also detected by EDS at the points shown in Figure S10. The embedded TiO2/Ti5Si3 particles in the hybrid shell are more conducive to the ion-electron transport compared to a uniform layer. The silicon lattice fringe is observed in Figure 2g,k, and an interplanar spacing of 0.31 nm belonging to the (111) plane of silicon shows successful reduction of SiO2.40 Meanwhile, lattice fringes of TiO2 and Ti5Si3 are shown in Figure 2k. The interplanar spacings of 0.35 and 0.22 nm correspond to the (101) plane of anatase TiO2 and the (211) plane of Ti5Si3.34 Herein, TiO2 and Ti5Si3 both have higher mechanical strength relative to carbon materials. Particularly, Ti5Si3 possesses very high hardness, which has a great advantage for buffering the volume strain/stress of silicon.33,37 Meanwhile, TiO2 has good ion transport capability, and Ti5Si3 has a high electrical conductivity.34,41 Therefore, the TiO2/Ti5Si3 layer is beneficial to accelerate the ion-electron transport dynamics. This designed configuration integrates free space and a heterogeneous shell structure to yield a T-Si@C anode with exceptional cycle reversibility.

The electrochemical lithium storage performance was investigated for T-Si@C and Si@C and is shown in Figure 3. Commercial silicon nanoparticles (nano-Si) were used as the control sample. The initial three charge/discharge curves of T-Si@C at 200 mA g\(^{-1}\) are shown in Figure 3a. The initial discharge/charge specific capacities are 2238.0 and 1300.0 mA h g\(^{-1}\), respectively. The corresponding initial Coulombic efficiency (CE) is 58.0%. The large irreversible capacity is due to the formation of the SEI and irreversible reactions between lithium ions and oxygenated functional groups on the carbon surfaces.42,43 Additionally, residual unreduced SiO2 may also consume lithium ions.44 This low CE can be improved by the prelithiation method in future work.45 At present, the prelithiation method is one of the most effective methods to improve the first CE of silicon-based anodes. For example, stabilized lithium metal powders (SLMP) or lithium foil can be used to realize the prelithiation.46,47 As expected, the Si@C anodes display a similarly low initial CE of 56.5% (Figure S11). These first Coulombic efficiencies are lower than those of nano-Si anodes (74.3%) as shown in Figure S12. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of T-Si@C demonstrate the typical electrochemical alloy/de-alloy behavior of crystalline silicon (Figure 3b).35 Specifically, the sharp peak at \(\sim 0.01\) V in the first lithiation process corresponds to the conversion reaction from crystalline silicon to an amorphous LiSi alloy. The peak at \(\sim 0.12\) V detected from the second cycle represents the alloying reaction between lithium and amorphous silicon. During the following delithiation scan, the peaks at \(\sim 0.36\) and \(\sim 0.52\) V are attributed to the dealloying reactions from Li-Si to
amorphous silicon. To more clearly observe the TiO$_2$ redox peak, the CV scan rate was lowered to 0.03 mV s$^{-1}$ from 1.6 to 2.3 V. The peaks at $\sim$1.75 and 1.95 V correspond to the lithiation/delithiation of anatase TiO$_2$ (Figure 3c).

Notably, the CV redox peaks corresponding to Ti$_5$Si$_3$ were not observed, which may be related to the low electrochemical activity or low content of Ti$_5$Si$_3$. In comparison, the CV curves of Si@C exhibit similar features with the exception of the missing TiO$_2$ redox peak as shown in Figure S13.

The rate capability was investigated as shown in Figure 3d. The T-Si@C anode displays better rate performance than Si@C under corresponding current densities due to the better mechanical stability and ion-electron transfer. Compared to the rate retention of nano-Si anodes shown in Figure S14, both Si@C and T-Si@C anodes demonstrate a significant improvement, indicating the ability of the free space to buffer volume fluctuations. The cyclability at 200 mA g$^{-1}$ was tested as shown in Figure 3e. The T-Si@C anodes show higher capacity retention (81%) compared to the Si@C anodes (67%). A reversible capacity of 1047 mA h g$^{-1}$ was maintained after 100 cycles. The T-Si@C anodes also exhibit higher Coulombic efficiencies than the Si@C anodes, indicating more stable interfacial chemistry with T-Si@C anodes. The reason for this is that the carbon shells in the Si@C anodes become damaged, and the SEI is repeatedly repaired during cycling. With the T-Si@C anodes, a robust heterogeneous shell increases the structural stability and allows for outstanding reversible electrochemical cycling. In comparison, the nano-Si anodes display the least cycle stability (Figure S15) and retain only 15% capacity. Finally, the ultra-long cycling performance of the T-Si@C anodes was tested at 500 mA g$^{-1}$. The electrochemical cycling data and corresponding Coulombic efficiencies are shown in Figure 3f. A reversible capacity of 876 mA h g$^{-1}$ was retained after 2800 cycles, more than twice the theoretical capacity of the commercial graphite. We noticed that the specific capacity curve presents some fluctuations with preliminary decline and subsequent recovery during cycling. This is most likely related to the sustained activation of some active silicon during cycling or temperature fluctuations. Similar phenomena have appeared in previous reports.

The T-Si@C anode shows outstanding long-term cycling stability and rate capability benefiting from multiple buffering mechanisms including the free space and the robust heterogeneous shells composed of carbon and rigid TiO$_2$/Ti$_5$Si$_3$ particles.
To evaluate the lithium-ion diffusion kinetics, CV curves of the Si@C and T-Si@C anodes were recorded at different scan rates from 0.1 to 0.8 mV s\(^{-1}\). As shown in Figure 4a,b, the intensity of the cathodic and anodic peaks gradually increases with increasing scan rate.\(^{42}\) The apparent lithium-ion diffusion coefficient in the electrodes can be calculated by the Randles–Sevcik equation

\[
I_p = \frac{0.4463}{\pi^{3/2}} n^{3/2} F^{3/2} R^{1/2} T^{1/2} A D^{1/2} C \nu^{1/2}
\] (4)

In eq 4, \(I_p\) is the peak current, \(n\) is the charge transfer number, \(F\) is the Faraday constant, \(R\) is the gas constant, \(T\) is the absolute temperature, \(D\) is the diffusion coefficient of lithium ions, \(A\) is the electrode surface area, \(C\) is the concentration, and \(\nu\) is the scan rate.\(^{12}\) As the preparation processes for Si@C and T-Si@C anodes are the same, eq 4 can be simplified as follows

\[
I_p = SD^{1/2} \nu^{1/2}
\] (5)

In eq 5, \(S\) is a battery-related constant, so the lithium-ion diffusion coefficient can be compared by linear relationship between the cathodic peak current \((I_p)\) and the square root of the scan rate \((\nu^{1/2})\). The larger the slope, the faster the diffusion. The peaks at ~0.5 V in the positive scan were selected as the research object due to their ease of observation. In Figure 4c, the T-Si@C anode presents a larger slope than that of the Si@C anode. The T-Si@C anode shows faster lithium-ion diffusion kinetics, indicating that the rigid TiO\(_2\)/Ti\(_5\)Si\(_3\) nanoparticles on the carbon shells accelerate the lithium-ion diffusion dynamics.

Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) were measured after 100 cycles as illustrated in Figure 4d. The impedance spectrum displays two semicircles in the high frequency region and a straight line in the low frequency region, representing SEI resistance \((R_{SEI})\), charge transfer resistance \((R_c)\), and lithium-ion diffusion, respectively.\(^{52}\) The straight line slope reflects the apparent lithium-ion diffusion in the electrode. Specifically, the larger the slope, the faster the lithium-ion diffusion.\(^{53}\) It can be observed that the T-Si@C anodes present faster lithium-ion diffusion than the Si@C anodes, which is consistent with the results shown in Figure 4c. Accelerated lithium-ion diffusion is one key factor required for improving the rate capability of T-Si@C anodes. The T-Si@C anodes also display a smaller charge transfer resistance than the Si@C anodes. As a contrast sample, the EIS spectra of the nano-Si electrode after 100 cycles was also tested as shown in Figure S16. It can be seen clearly that the nano-Si electrode shows the larger \(R_{SEI}\) resistance and \(R_c\) resistance relative to the T-Si@C electrode and Si@C electrode after 100 cycles. Besides, the straight line slope of the nano-Si electrode is also lower than...
that of the T-Si@C electrode, indicating a relatively low lithium-ion diffusion after 100 cycles.

To confirm the structural stability of the heterogeneous shell, TEM was performed on the T-Si@C and Si@C anodes after 100 cycles. In Figure 4e, the carbon shell of the Si@C anode shows some cracks due to volume expansion. A broken shell will induce interfacial reactions leading to capacity loss and low Coulombic efficiencies, which is confirmed by the results shown in Figure 3e. In contrast, the T-Si@C anode maintains its structural integrity due to the grid of TiO\textsubscript{2}/Ti\textsubscript{5}Si\textsubscript{3} nanoparticles on the shell as shown in Figure 4f. In comparison, the nano-Si electrode shows intensive cracking on the surface (Figure 4g). The T-Si@C and Si@C electrodes before cycling are shown in Figure S17. Figure 4h,i show the Si@C and T-Si@C electrodes after cycling, respectively. The relatively intact structure and lack of cracks indicate that free space plays an important role in the structural stability of the electrode. The magnified image in the inset shows that T-Si@C has a smoother surface than Si@C due to better interfacial stability. The SEI of Si@C will be continuously generated as the surface is damaged, resulting in a rough surface. It has therefore been shown that the multiple buffering mechanisms including free space and a hybrid shell configuration play a vital role in maintaining the structural integrity of silicon anodes and thus help to ensure a long cycle-life span.

To assess the practicality of T-Si@C anodes, a T-Si@C//LiFePO\textsubscript{4} full cell was constructed using a precycled T-Si@C electrode with available Coulombic efficiencies. A schematic diagram of the full cell is shown in the inset of Figure 5a. The commercial LiFePO\textsubscript{4} cathodes in half cells were tested, and they show excellent electrochemical performance as shown in Figure S18, including good cycling stability and outstanding rate performance. The initial five charge−discharge curves after battery formation are shown in Figure S19, and the average voltage is 2.98 V. Based on the total mass of the anode and cathode, the energy density of the full cell can reach up to 400 Wh kg\textsuperscript{−1}. This full cell exhibits good cycling reversibility with a capacity retention of 87% after 80 cycles. Additionally, good rate capability was displayed with a capacity of 125 mA h g\textsuperscript{−1} at 1C. The promising electrochemical performance of the T-Si@C//LiFePO\textsubscript{4} full cell indicates the feasibility of T-Si@C anodes for practical applications.

Based on this analysis, the impressive lithium storage performance of T-Si@C is due to the multiple volume buffering mechanisms, including free space and a heterogeneous carbon-TiO\textsubscript{2}/Ti\textsubscript{5}Si\textsubscript{3} shell. Specifically, (1) the free space accommodates the swelling/shrinking of silicon to a large extent, maintaining the structural integrity of the T-Si@C electrode; (2) the heterogeneous configuration of the carbon skin with rigid TiO\textsubscript{2}/Ti\textsubscript{5}Si\textsubscript{3} nanoparticles further mitigates the stress caused by volume change, and the heterogeneous configuration greatly enhances the mechanical strength of the shell; (3) besides, the hybrid shell provides the reasonably configured ion-electron transport and accelerates lithium-ion diffusion dynamics, which boosts the electrochemical reaction rate. For T-Si@C and Si@C, a schematic diagram of the structural evolution during cycling and the corresponding advantages and drawbacks are shown in Figure 5d.
3. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we demonstrated a silicon-based composite with multiple volume buffering mechanisms by integrating free space and heterogeneous shells composed of carbon and TiO$_2$/Ti$_5$Si$_3$ to improve the ion-electron transport and mechanical stability. In this configuration, the free space and the heterogeneous shell with amorphous carbon and rigid TiO$_2$/Ti$_5$Si$_3$ nanoparticles improve the structural stability. Simultaneously, the hybrid interlayer also considers the rational configuration of ion-electron transport kinetics. Accordingly, T-Si@C anodes combine the outstanding lithium storage performance with excellent long-term cycling stability (876 mAh g$^{-1}$ after 2800 cycles) and impressive rate capability. A T-Si@C/LiFePO$_4$ full cell with an energy density of 400 Wh kg$^{-1}$ also displays good cycling stability and rate performance. This work affords fresh insight into the rational structural manipulation of silicon anodes for long cycle-life electrochemical applications.
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